FILE NO. SP50B-2  
SUBJECT: War Reserve Equipment

TO: Chief, Army Communications Service  
FROM: Logistics Planning Branch, 3D-399 
Major Decker/73609

1. From comments made by Colonel W. J. Parker, Plant Engineering Agency and Captain L. A. Rollins, Army Communications Service, in recent conferences on Signal war reserve, it is understood that few, if any, fixed plant items will be recommended for inclusion in war reserve.

2. To complete preliminary assumptions and plans, which are expected to be brought to the attention of the Chief Signal Officer in the near future on this subject, it is requested that Army Communications Service transmit comments and recommendations relative to the types of fixed plant and signal security items appropriate for war reserve, to Plans and Operations Division by 31 May 1945.

FOR THE DIRECTOR, PLANS AND OPERATIONS DIVISION:

c/ J. E. CONSETT, JR
J. E. CONSETT, JR, Lt Col, Sig C
Chief, Logistics Planning Branch

SPSAC

TO: Signal Security Agency  
FROM: Army Communications Service  
DATE: 25 May 45  
COLL. IN DU. NO. 2

Reference paragraph 2, Comment No. 1 above, it is requested that a study be made to determine what equipment, if any, it will be necessary to hold in stock for war reserve after the war is over. Information as to the quantity of each type of equipment is not necessary.

BY ORDER OF THE C. I.F.F., ARMY COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE:

CARL H. HATCH

\s/ CARL H. HATCH, Col Sig C
Asst Chief, Army Comm Service
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